A Journey into the Deaf-World

Chapter 4

Page 78 First par in the middle “English and ASL... around in space”

Page 79 Third par, first line “As with spoken languages... Movements”

Page 80 Top par, “One such rule... Sign WONDERFUL.”
“Furthermore, only six... An open palm.” Second par, “In ASL, one location... reduction of movement.”

Page 81 Second and third par - whole text on Verb Agreement.

Page 83 Top par, “all ASL verbs... Be made to agree”

Page 86 Top par, whole text on inflections

Page 87 Top par, whole text, second par, whole text, third par in the middle, “speakers of ASL... toward those locations”.

Page 89 Third par, whole text. Fourth par, whole text on Classifiers.

Page 90 Last par, whole text

Page 91-93 Whole text on Facial Grammar

Page 94 Top par, first line. Second par, first line.

Page 95 Second par in the bottom “Temporal concepts... Behind the shoulders”.

Page 97 First par, “This result leads... To its meaning”.

Page 98 Top par, “So it seems... Consonants in English”. Third par, first line “Deaf children... written letters”.

Page 99 Whole text

Page 100 Top par, whole text. Second par, first five lines. Last par, whole text.
Page 101 Top par, first two lines

Page 102 Third par, “you need to know... Spatial processing”.

Page 104 Second par, whole text.

Page 108-109 Bottom par, whole text to Top par

Page 111 Top par, whole text

Page 116 Second par, whole text. Third par, whole text.

Page 122 Top par, whole text.

Page 123 Bottom par, “Language is perhaps...Deaf-World together”.